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0. Introduction 
This paper has its origins in an investigation of the following problem: Let G be a 
finite group of automorphisms of a rational function field, G c Autk(k(xl, . . . , x,)). 
Suppose G also stabilizes the “flag of subfields” k(x,, . . . , Xi) 1 sic n. We 
denote the flag by p,, and write G c Autr,(gn). Under what conditions is 
the fixed field k(xi,. . . ,x,)~ a pure (i.e., purely transcendental) extension 
of k? A special case of this question was answered by Miyata [9], who genera- 
lized a well-known theorem of Fischer by showing that for G c Autk($“), 
k(xi,. . . , x,)G/k is pure whenever G acts “linearly,” i.e., via a representation 
p: G L, Autk(kxi 0 - - - 0 kx,). 
If Gc Autr,(g,,), the flag F,, induces another flag of fixed fields SF = 
#(xi,. . . , Xi)G}, and since purity of extensions is transitive, k(xl, . . . , x,)~ will be 
pure whenever each of the intermediate extensions k(xl, . . . , xi)G/k(xl, . . . , Xi-l)G 
is pure. Since each of these extensions has the form F(x)~/F~ for F = 
k(x,, . . . , xi-l) and x = xi, we are led to investigate the invariants of groups G c 
Aut(F(x), F) (the subgroup of Aut(F(x)) which stabilizes F). 
We find that extensions of the form F(x)~/F” are parameterized in a natural way 
by the cohomology set H*(G, PGL2(F)). This result is then used to prove that 
F(x)~/F~ is pure whenever G has odd order or F is a Ci field. We also show that the 
purity of F(x)~/F~ is completely determined by the 2-Sylow subgroups of G. 
Finally, using a non-rational variety constructed by Artin and Mumford, we produce 
an example of G c Autc(g3) where C(x, y, z)~/C is not pure. This example 
shows that the hypothesis of linear action cannot be dropped from Miyata’s 
theorem. 
I am indebted to Hyman Bass and Daniel Grayson for their valuable help on this 
paper. 
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1. History 
The question of whether a fixed field k(xi, . . . , x,,)~ of a rational function field is 
pure over the ground field is an old problem. It has been raised in many special forms, 
notably by Emmy Noether, who asked whether Q(xi, . . . , xn)%Q is pure when G 
acts by permuting the variables xi,. . . , x,. Were “Emmy Noether’s Conjecture” 
true, it could be shown that every finite group is representable as a Galois group over 
the rational numbers [12, p. 1481. Consequently the question received much atten- 
tion, but remained unsolved until 1971, when Swan produced a counterexample 
[12]. He showed that Q(xi, . . . , x,)~/Q is impure when n = 47 and G = (g) is a cyclic 
group acting by g(Xi) =xi+i. Nonetheless, the problem of determining when an 
extension k(xi, . . . , x,,)~//c is pure remains open, even under the conditions of 
Emmy Noether’s Conjecture. 
Some special cases of the problem have been solved. The simplest case, when 
G c Autt(k(x)), is handled by Luroth’s Theorem, which states that any non-trivial 
subextension of a pure field extension of transcendence degree 1 is also pure. Thus 
k(~)~/& will always be pure. Similarly, a theorem by Zariski-Castlenuovo [ll, 
p. 146-031 states that all subextensions of C(x, y)/C, of transcendence degree 2 are 
pure. So in particular, C(x, Y)~/C will be pure for any G c Autc(C(x, y)). 
For many years, the only other substantial result pertaining to Emmy Noether’s 
conjecture was a theorem by Fischer, published in 1915 [6, p. 445-021, which states 
that if G is an abelian group acting “linearly” on k(xi, . . . , x,,), i.e., via a represen- 
tation p: G + Autk(kxi 0 - - - 0 kx,), with char k $ IG], and if k contains enough 
roots of unity to split the associated representation p, then k(xi, . . . , k,)G/k is pure. 
As mentioned earlier, Miyata’s theorem generalizes this result to any group acting 
via a triangularizable representation. Then in 1971 Swan produced his counter 
example, and in 1974 a paper by Lenstra expanded Swan’s result by giving criteria 
for determining if Q(xi, . . . , x,,)%Q is pure when G is an abelian group with linear 
action. In addition, a few other results have been proven for special types of groups 
with linear action (see Lenstra’s paper for a list of references). 
2. Classifying extensions F(x)~/P 
Suppose a finite group G acts faithfully on a field F, i.e., G c Aut(F). How can this 
action of G on F be lifted to an action on the field F(x) of rational functions in one 
variable over F, and what will be the structure of the corresponding fixed field 
extension F(x)~/F~? In particular, can we find conditions on For G for which any 
such lifting will yield a pure extension of fixed fields? These questions will be dealt 
with by establishing a bijection between the isomorphism classes of fixed field 
extensions obtained in such a way, and the cohomology set H’(G, PGLz(F)). 
Let G, F and x be as above. 
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Definition. E(G, F) = {isomorphism classes of extensions L/FG] L =F(x)~ for 
some lifting of G to an action on F(x)). 
The elements of E(G, F) have a characteristic property, as shown by the next 
lemma: they are all “split” by the extension F/FG, in the sense that changing base to 
F yields a pure extension of F, i.e., F(x)~ 0~ F = F(x). 
Lemma 1. E(G, F) = {isomorphism classes of extensions L/F= 1 L 0~” F z F(x)). 
Proof. Consider the diagram: 
F(x) 
/ \ 
FWG 
\ /F 
FG 
Since F is a Galois extension of FG, and F A F(x)~ = FG, then F and F(x)~ are 
linearly disjoint over FG, so 
F(x)~ * F = F(x)~ @FG F. 
Also [F(x)~ * F: F(x)~] = jGl= [F(x) : F(x)~] so F(x)~ . F = F(x). Thus 
F(x)~ @FG F = F(x). 
Let L/FG be an extension of transcendence degree 1 split by F. Then L 
F(x). There is a natural lifting of the action of G on F to an action on L $FG F by 
letting G fix L. This induces an action of G on F(x), and we see that F(x)~ = L. 
The technique of “Galois descent’* [lo, p. 1601 yields a bijection between the 
classes of transcendence degree 1 extensions of FC split by F and the set 
Hr(G, AutF(F(x))), i.e., a bijection: E(G, F)c*H’(G, AutF(F(x))). However, this 
bijection may be obtained in a more direct manner by viewing the elements of 
H’(G, AutF(F(x))) as liftings of G to an action on F(x) (this will be clarified below), 
and assigning to each such element the corresponding fixed field F(x)~. One then 
checks that this map is well-defined and bijective. 
To understand the correspondence between H’(G, AutF(F(x))) and liftings of G 
to Aut(F(x)), we first recall that for any group N and homomorphism f: G -P Aut(N), 
the elements of H’(G, N) correspond bijectively to classes, module conjugation by 
elements of N, of sections of the semi-direct product: 
inc 
(*) l+N- NX /G:G+l 
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through the following identification: if d: G -, N is a derivation, then 
d -ad E {sections of (*)} 
where gd * .G-+N>afGisdefinedby:forg~G, 
ud(g) = d(g) . g. 
In our case, the restriction map r: Aut(F(x), F) + Aut(F) gives an exact sequence 
l-, AutF(F(x)) + Aut(F(x), F) i Aut(F) + 1 
with a splitting Aut(F) + Aut(F(x), F) obtained by letting Aut(F) act on F(x) by 
fixing x. Since G c Aut(F), putting S = r-‘(G), the induced sequence 
(**) 1 + AutF(F(x)) + S 2 G + 1 
is also split exact, and the elements of H’(G, Aut,@(x))) correspond to the 
equivalence classes of sections ‘of (**). These now clearly represent the possible 
liftings of G to Aut(F(x)). 
We now check that the map V: H’(G, AutF(F(x))) + E(G, F), as described above, 
is well-defined and bijective. First we show it is well defined. Suppose 
(T: G q Aut(F(x)), 6: G L, Aut(F(x)) 
are two sections of (**) conjugate by some (Y E Aut,=(F(x)), i.e:, for g E G, 
6(g) = CY %(g)cL 
We must show the corresponding fields F(X)“(~) and F(X)“(~) are FG-isomorphic. 
But LY is an F-automorphism of F(x) which restricts to an F”-isomorphism 
(Y:F(XpG) 4 F(XpG’ 
since given t E F(X)‘(~), g E G, then 
dg)WN = (Y6(g)W) = (y(t) 
so a(t)EF(x)“(G’ . Thus the map v is well-defined. 
To show that v is bijective, we will produce the inverse map: 
Y’:E(G, F)+H’(G, Aut#(x))). 
First, let [L] E E(G, F). Then there exists some F-isomorphism 
fiL@F: F(x). 
There is a natural action of G on L C&G F given by 
g(f 0 a) = IO g(u). 
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The map f thus induces a section q, lifting G to Aut(F(x)) by: for g E G, t E F(x), 
q(g)(t) =f . g * f--‘(t) 
Then 
Once this map ~7 ischecked to be well-defined, it is easily seen to be inverse to V, since 
given a field L with an F-isomorphism fi L O+ F + F(x) the field F(x)“~‘~’ is clearly 
FG-isomorphic to L, and conversely, given a lifting T of G to Aut(F(x)), then the 
natural isomorphism: 
f,: F(x)“” @~a F + F(x) 
defined by f,(a 0 b) = ab gives q, = r. 
We must now check that v’ is well-defined, i.e., that if L and L^ are FG-isomorphic 
fields, and if 
f:LO+F-,F(x), f:iC+F+F(x) 
are any F-isomorphisms, then the sections rf and gf are conjugate by an element of 
AutF(F(x)). Let 
q:L@p-F:i&=F 
be the natural F-isomorphism induced by some FG-isomorphism L + 2. One easily 
checks that cp is a G-isomorphism. There is a commutative diagram of F-iso- 
morphisms: 
LC+FA~&GF 
4 lr 
F(x) p F(x) 
where (r =fcpf-‘. 
Since f, f and cp are all F-isomorphisms, so is CY, i.e., 
CY E AutF(F(x)). 
The liftings ur and gf induced by f and f are given by the following formulas: for 
gEG,tcF(x) 
q(g)(t) =f * g . f-‘(t), ai =f * g * j-‘(t). 
We must show that these liftings are conjugate by an F-automorphism of F(x). In 
other words, we must find w E AuMF(x)) such that for g E G 
q(g) = w-‘q(g)@. 
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Let t cl=(x). We have 
so 
q(g)(t) =f - g * f-‘(t) 
=(y-‘f. cp . g .f-‘(0 
=a -’ *f* g * cp *f-‘(t) (cp is a G-isomorphism) 
=(Y -’ * (T{(g) * f* $7 * f-‘(t) 
=Cl -lq(gb (t). 
q(g) = a-‘cTf(g)a with LY E AutF(F(x)). 
Thus Y’ is well-defined. So far we have shown: 
Lemma 2. There is a bijection E(G, F) .W H*(G, AutF(F(x))). 
We next work with the group Aut,=(F(x)) in a different guise. First observe that an 
element of AutF(F(x)) is completely determined by its action on x, since it fixes F. 
Furthermore, it must send x to another generator of F(x) over F, which must have 
the form (ax + b)/(cx + d), with a, 6, c, d E F and ad - bc # 0. Also, multiplying 
a, b, c and d by the same element of F doesn’t change the quotient. Thus there is an 
isomorphism: 
/L, : AutF(F(x)) + PGLz(F) 
defined by 
ux+b 
if g(x) = cx+d. 
Note that b and c “switch places” under the map. This quirk is necessary to prevent 
the map from being an anti-isomorphism, as one easily checks by computing a 
composition. 
There is a natural action of G on PGL2(F) defined by 
This action commutes with the isomorphism pX, and thus: 
H’(G, Aut&F(x))) = H’(G, PGLz(F)). 
Combining this with Lemma 2, we obtain: 
Theorem 1. There is a bijection E(G, F)++H’(G, PGLz(F)). 
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3. Special cases where E(G, F) = (1) 
In this section, G c Aut(F(x), F) and G’ = r(G) where 
r: Aut(F(x), F) --, Aut(F) 
is the restriction map. We do not assume that G acts faithfully on F. We will 
determine certain conditions on G and F for which H’(G’, PGLz(F)) = {l}, and 
conclude, using Lemma 3 belbw, that F(x)~/F~ is pure. 
Lemma 3. Let G c Aut(F(x), F) and G’ = r(G). If H’(G’, PGLz(F)) ={I}, rhen 
F(x)~/F~ is pure. 
Proof. By Luroth’s theorem, the field F(x)~ * F c F(x) is pure over F, say 
FHG - F = F(r). Since F(x)~ . F =F(x)~ &G F, the group G’c Aut(F) lifts to 
Aut(F(x)G * F) = Aut(F(t)) by fixing F(x)~. Since 
[F(x) : FWG’] = [F(x) : F(t)] - [F(t) : F(r)G’] 
= IG n ker(r)l - jG’[ 
= IG/ = [F(x) : F(x)~] 
and since F(x)~ c F(t)G’, it follows that F(x)~ = F(r)C’. Also FG = FG’. So 
F(x)~/F~ = F(t)G’/FG’ 
where G’ acts faithfully on F. By Theorem 1, if H’(G’, PGL2(F)) ={l}, then 
E(G’, F) = (11, so F(rJG’/FG’ must be pure. Therefore F(x)~/F~ is pure. 
Using Lemma 3, three theorems are easily proven: 
Theorem 2. Let G c Aut(F(x), F). If FG is a Cl field, then F(x)~/F~ is pure. 
Proof. Tsen’s theorem [l, p. 291 states that for Hc Aut(F), then 
H’(H, PGLz(F)) = (1) if FH is a C1 field. Since FG = FG’ and FG is a CI field, then 
H’(G’, PGLI(F)) = (1). Lemma 3 concludes the proof. 
Theorem 3. If G c Autk(k(x, y), k(x)) with k algebraically closed, then k(x, y)G/k is 
pure. Moreover, one of the two generators of k(x, Y)~ over k may be chosen to be a 
rational function in x. 
Proof. It will be shown that both k(x)G/k and k(x, y)G/k(x)G are pure, from which 
the theorem follows. First, kc k(x)GC k(x), so k(x)G/k is pure by Luroth’s 
theorem. Second, let F = k(x). Then FG = k(x)G * IS a function field in one variable 
over an algebraically closed field. Such a field is C1 [l, p. 291, so by Theorem 2, the 
extension F(yJG/FG = k(x, y)G/k(x)G is pure. 
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Theorem 4. Let G c Aut(F(x), F). If G has odd order, then F(x)~/F~ is pure. 
Theorem 4 is just a simplified version of a stronger result: 
Theorem 4A. If G’ = r(G) has odd order, then F(x)~/F~ is pure. 
Proof. This theorem follows immediately from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 below: 
Lemma 4. Let H c Aut(F) have odd order. Then H’(H, PGL2(F)) = (1). 
Proof. There are two parts to the proof: (1) to show that the set H’(H, PGLl(F)) 
also parameterizes the isomorphism classes of quaternion algebras over FH “split” 
(as defined below) by the extension F/FH, and (2) to show that if H has odd order, 
then only the trivial class of quaternion algebras over FH can be split by F. (1) and (2) 
then give the lemma. 
(1) We first recall that: 
by 
PGLz(F) 3 AutF(Mz(F)) 
+ conjugation by 
H c Aut(F) acts on M*(F) by 
h(b) 
> h(d) * 
Identifying H with its image in Aut(Mz(F)), H acts on the group AutF(Mz(F)) via 
conjugation inside Aut(M2(F)). This action of H commutes with the isomorphism 
PGLz(F) + AutF(M2(F)) defined above. Thus 
H’(H, PGLz(F)) = H’(H, Aut&Mz(F)). 
By Galois descent [lo, p. 1601, there is a bijection: 
(3.1) 
H’(H, AutF(Mz(F)) -{isomorphism classes of quaternion 
algebras over FH “split” by F}. (3.2) 
In the category of central simple algebras of FH, “ split” means that tensoring the 
algebra with F yields a full matrix ring over F. Now (3.1) and (3.2) together give 
statement (1). 
(2) Let D be a central division algebra over a held K. The dimension of D as a 
vector space over K will be n’ for some n E Z. Then the degree of D is defined to be n. 
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More generally, if C is a central simple algebra over K, then 
for some i E Z and some central division algebra D. Then the degree ofC is defined to 
be the degree of D. Thus the degree of a quaternion algebra is either 1 or 2, and is 1 
exactly when the algebra is “trivial,” i.e., a full matrix ring. We now employ the 
following theorem: 
Theorem A [5, p. 1201. Let Cbea centralsimplealgebra oEerKofdegree d, split by the 
extension L/K. Then dl[L: K]. 
This theorem shows that a quaternion algebra of degree 2, i.e., not isomorphic to 
M*(K), can only be split by a field extension of even degree. Thus, if H has odd order, 
{l} = {isomorphism classes of quaternions over FH split by F} 
= H’(H, AutF.(M2(F)) 
= Hl(H, PGLz(F)) 
which concludes the proof of Lemma 4. 
Theorem 4 has an immediate consequence concerning the first question posed in 
this paper: 
Definition. P,, denotes a flag of fields F, 3 F,,-,I. * * 1 Fo= k, where Fi/Fi-1 is a 
pure extension of transcendence degree 1. The set {xi, . . . , x,} is said to generate 9” 
ifF,=k(xi,..., xi) (1 s is n), equivalently, if Fi = Fi-1(x,) (1 c i c n). We denote 
Autr,(~~)={(TEAut~(F,)I~(t;;:)=E;;,O~i~n}. 
Corollary 1. Let G c Autr,(9”). If G has odd order, then Fz/k is pure. 
4. A special case where F(x)~/F~ is pure 
The group Aut(F(x), F) is a semi-direct product: 
Aut(F(x), F) = AutF(F(x)) * Aut,(F(x)) 
where Autx(F(x)) denotes the automorphisms of F(x) which fix x. Thus any element 
cr E Aut(F(x), F) may be decomposed into a product: 
(T = u,= ’ flX, uJ7 lixes F, a, fixes x. 
Let G c Aut(F(x), F), g E G, g = gF . g,. The automorphisms gF and g, are not 
necessarily elements of G. If they are for all g E G, we will show that F(x)~/F~ is 
pure. 
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Theorem 6. Let G c Aut(F(x), F), GF = G n AutF(F(x)), and G, = G n 
A&(F(x)). If G = GF * G,, then F(x)~/F” is pure. 
Proof. We first observe that GF Q G, since GF is the kernel of the restriction map 
r: G + G\F. By hypothesis, G = GF * G,, so FG = (FGF)Gx = FG=. Thus 
!%F(x)& (x). I 
Now by Luroth’s theorem, F(x)~ is a pure extension of FGX = FG. 
If a group G c Au&(9,,) has the property that its restriction to Aut(E,E_i) 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6 for all i, then F?/k will be pure. The conditions 
on G required for this to occur are described in the next corollary. 
Corollary 2. Let G c Autk(9,,), and suppose that {x1,. . . , x,} generates 9”. If G is 
generated by elements, each of which fix k(xl, . . . , ii,. . . ,x,) forSome i, then F?/k is 
pure. 
Proof. Bv induction. The case n = 1 is Luroth’s theorem. Suppose the statement is 
true for n, and let G c Autk(.9,,+r). Putting F = k(xl, . . . , xn), F,,+l = F(x,+I), we 
have an exact sequence: 
I + Aut&=(x,+i))-, Aut(F(x,,i), F)-+ Aut(F)+ 1. 
Then r(G) c Autk(9,,) and clearly satisfies the conditions of the corollary, so by 
assumption 
FrCG’/k = FG/k is pure. 
Now G is generated by automorphisms which fix the subfields k(xl, . . . , x*i, . . . , x,), 
and 
GF = {elements of G which fix k(xl, . . . , x,)1, 
G Xn+, ~{elements of G which fix k(xl, . . . , ii, . . . , x,,+l) for i # n + 1). 
So G c GF. * G,, whence G = GF * G,. By Theorem 6, F(x,+~)~/F~ is pure, and 
since FG/k is pure, then F(x,,+~)~ = F?+I is pure over k. 
5. A reduction theorem to 2-Sylow subgroups 
The fact that F(x)~/F~ is always a pure extension when G has odd order 
(Theorem 4) might lead one to suspect hat the purity of the extension F(x)~/F~ is 
determined by the 2-Sylow subgroups of G. This is correct, as will be shown below. 
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But first we should review some facts from algebraic geometry which will be used in 
the proof. 
Let L be an extension of a field k of transcendence degree 1 and genus 0, with k 
algebraically closed in L. It is known that such a field can be defined by a conic over k, 
i.e., there exists x, y EL and a quadratic polynomial Q(X, Y)E k[X, Y] such that 
L = k(x, y) and 0(x, y) = 0. (See, for example, [3, Chap. 31.) We say that L has a 
k-rational point if there exist a, b E k such that Q(a, b) = 0. 
Theorem B. Let L be as above. Then L has a k-rational point if and only if L/ k is pure. 
Proof. (@ Suppose L/k is pure, say L = k(T). Then x = x(T), y = y(T) are rational 
functions in T over k. Since k(T) = k(x, y) and x and y satisfy a quadratic poly- 
nomial, then T has degree ~2 over both k(x) and k(y). This implies that x and y each 
have at most 2 poles (see [4, Prop. 4, p. 1941). Thus if Ikj >4, there exists an element 
t E k which is not a pole of either x or y. so x(t), y(t) E k and Q(x(t), y(t)) = 0. The 
case where (kj s 4 must be argued separately, and the proof is omitted here. 
(3) Let a, b E k such that Q(a, b)=O, and consider the element w = 
(y - b)/(x -a). This is well-defined, since if x = a, then L would be algebraic over k. 
If w is algebraic over k, then w E k since k is algebraically closed in L. And if w E k, 
then y = w(x -a) + b E k(x), so L = k(x), i.e., L/k is pure. Thus we may assume w is 
transcendental over k. Since L = k(x, y) and y E k(x, w), it suffices to show x E k(w). 
Define 
P(X)=Q(X, w(X-a)+b)Ek(w)[X]. 
Let c(w) be the coefficient of X2 in P(X). If Q(X, Y) has degree 2 terms: 
cvX*+flXY +yY*, then c(w) = a +pw + yw*, and by assumption cy, p, y are not all 
0. So since w is not algebraic over k, c(w) # 0. We find that P(a) = Q(a, 6) = 0, so 
P(X)=c(w)(X-a)(X-f(w)) 
with c(w), f(w)Ek(w) and c(w)#O. Also P(x)=Q(x,y)=O, so c(w)(x-a) 
(x -f(w)) = 0, and x f a. Therefore x = f(w), i.e., x E k(w). 
We now refer to the following result of R. MacRae: 
Theorem C (MacRae [8, p. 281). Let K be a finitely generated extension field of 
transcendence degree 1 and genus 0 over the exact constant field k (i.e., k is 
algebraically closed in k). Assume that K has no k-rational points. Let k c L c K. 
Then L has a k-rational point if and only if [K: L] is even. 
We use MacRae’s theorem to obtain: 
Corollary. Let K be a fmitely generated extension field of transcendence degree 1 and 
genus 0 over the exact constant field k. Let k c L c K such that [K: L] is odd. Then 
K/k is pure if and only if Lf K is pure. 
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Proof. Since tr. deg(K/k) = 1, if K/k is pure then L/k is pure by Luroth’s theorem. 
In the other direction, for any field extension of transcendence degree 1 and genus 0 
over k, in which k is relatively algebraically closed, the existence of a k-rational point 
is equivalent to the extension being pure, by Theorem B. Now suppose L/k is pure, 
so L has a k-rational point. If K/k is not pure, then K has no k-rational points. But 
since [K : L] is odd, MacRae’s theorem would imply that L also has no k-rational 
points, a contradiction. Thus K/k must be pure. 
We are now prepared to prove: 
Theorem 5. Let GcAut(F(x), F) and H c G be a 2-Sylow subgroup. Then 
F(x)~/F~ is pure if and only if F(x)H/FH is pure. 
Proof. Consider the following picture: 
F(x)~ = K 
/\ 
‘i’l\,./” = k 
We first check that k, L and K as defined in the above diagram satisfy the hypotheses 
of the corollary to MacRae’s theorem. Clearly K = F(x)~ is a finitely generated 
transcendence degree 1 extension of k = FH, and k is algebraically closed in K. K has 
genus 0 over k, since change of base to F yields a pure extension (F(x)~ - F is pure 
over F by Luroth’s theorem). Finally [K: L] is odd, because 
F(x)~ c F(x)~ * FH = L c K = F(x)~ 
and [F(x)~: F(x)“] is odd since H is 24yiow. Therefore, by the corollary to 
MacRae’s Theorem: 
F(x)~/F~ is pure e F(x)~ * FH/FH is pure. 
The proof will be concluded by showing: 
F(x)~ * FH/FH is pure e F(x)~/F~ is pure. 
(+) If F(x)~ - FH/FH is pure, then the extension F(xlG/FG is split by the 
extension FH/FG, which has odd degree. But as seen in the proof of Theorem 4, this 
means that F(x)~/F~ must already be pure. 
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(+) If F(x)~/? is pure, say F(x)~ = FG(t), then F(x)~ . FH = FH(t), i.e., 
F(# * FH is pure over FH. 
6. An example where F?/C is pure but FF/F? is not pure 
As suggested in Section 2, extensions of the form F(x)~/F~ are not always pure, 
so we expect to find groups G c Autt(9,,) with FF/k impure. It would be desirable 
to find such an example with k = C, to assure that an algebraic change of base would 
not make the extension pure. Since C(x, Y)G/C is pure for any G c Autc(C(x, Y)), by 
Zariski-Castlenuovo, we must begin looking for such an example in Autc(9J. By 
the same token, in order to have G c AutC(P3) with FF/C impure, it is necessary 
that Fy/Ff be impure, since Fg/C is certainly pure. However, this condition is not 
sufficient, as shown by the following example: 
Proposition 1 Let 9” be given by: F1 = C(x), Fz = C(x, y), F3 = C(.r, y, z) and let 
G = (g) c Auto(&) be defined by 
g(x)=,& g(y) = -Y, g(z) = -y*/xz. 
Then Fp/C is pure but Fy/FF is not pure. 
Proof. Observe that g2 = 1, so IGI = 2. We first determine that FF/C is pure by 
showing: 
F3” = C(y’/x’, u, v) (6.1) 
where 
u=(f+$), v=(&y). 
One easily verifies the following: 
z = 2y/(ux + vy), (6.2) 
x9 Y2, u, v E F:, (6.3) 
u2-(y2v2/x2)=4/x. (6.4) 
By (6.2), F3 = C(x, y, u, v). By (6.3), C(x, y2, u, v) c F? c F3 = C(x, y, II, c) and since 
[C(x,y,u,v):C(x,y2,u,v)]=2=]G~,weobtain 
C(x, y2, u, v) = Ff. 
Finally, by (6.4), 
x E C(y2/xZ, u, v), 
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SO 
Y2EC(Y2/X2, k u), 
SO 
c(x,y2,u,u)=c(y2/x2,u,u). 
Next we show that F?/F? is not pure. This will be accomplished by invoking 
Theorem 1, which in this case says that Fp/FF is pure if and only if the derivation 
S: G[Aut(Fz) + AutF,(FJ 
(where GIAut(F2) denotes the elements of G restricted to automorphisms of Fz) 
corresponding to the lifting: 
GIAut(F2) -, G 
of GIAut(F2) to Aut(g3), is principal, i.e., if there exists a E AutF2(F3) such that for 
d = glAut(Fz), 
s(g) = a-‘g(a). 
Since 
s(g) : I --, -y2/xz 
we must show that there exist no a E AutF2(F3) for which 
a-‘g(u) : z + -y2/xz. 
To facilitate computation, we will work within the isomorphic group PGL2(F2), 
under the isomorphism 
CL, : Aut&=d --* PGL2V’2). 
Within PGL2(F2) we must show that the equation: 
= A-If(A) 
cannot be solved for A E PGLz(F2). Let A = 
a, 6, c, d E C[x, y]. We find that 
and assume, as we may, that 
A-l = (_“, i”) (in PGLz(F2)) 
and 
g(A) = g(A) = g(u) db) 
g(c) > g(d) * 
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Equation (6.5) becomes: 
t-:2 FJ=( 
g(a)d - bg(c) g(b)d - bg(d) 
agk)-gbk a&T(d)-g@)c 
within PGLz(F2). Notice that this forces each of a, 6, c, and d to be non-zero. We 
obtain: 
g(a)d -b&c) = 0, (6.6) 
i.e., g(u/c) = b/d and g(b/d) = a/c, and 
_ g(b)d - bg(4 x 
-Y2 a&) - g(ak 
Mb) - WdMd)) 
= c((alchdc) - g(a)) 
dk@) -dalcM4) (by (6 6)) 
= cWldMc)--g(a)) . 
= MWcgk). 
(6.7) 
Equation (6.7) gives 
xcg(c) = -y’dg(d) (6.8) 
which cannot be solved for c, d E C[x, y], because the degree in x of c, written 
deg,(c), equals deg,(g(c)) (since g fixes x), and likewise deg,(d) =degx(g(d)), 
whence deg,(xcg(c)) is odd, while degx(-y’dg(d)) is even. Thus (6.5) has no 
solutions, showing that 6 is not principal. Therefore FF/Fy is not pure. 
7. An example of G c Autc(&) with F?lF not pure 
We now construct a group G c Autc(.F3) for which FF/C is not pure. Let u and t 
be algebraically independent over C, and let 4, g, d, fl, f2 E C[U, t] be chosen as 
follows: 
(1) fr andf2 define smooth projective cubic plane curves C1 and C2 which intersect 
transversely. 
(2) q defines a non-singular projective plane conic which is tangent to each of C1 
and CZ at 3 distinct points. 
(3) g and d satisfy the equation: g2 +qd =fJ2. 
According to Deligne [2, p. 5 l] such configurations exist. We first note that we may 
assume 4 = ut - 1. Let 4, g, d, fl, f2 be as above. Suppose after homogenizing 4 one 
obtains 4 E C[U, r, z]. The symmetric bilinear form associated to 4 on Cu 0 Ct 0 Cz 
may be diagonalized by a linear change of base to (ul, tl, zr), i.e., 
4’ = Au: -t Bt; + Cz;. 
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Since 4 is non-singular, none of A, El, or C are 0. Dividing by -C and setting 
z1= 1, I(L=(($)ui+i($)fi), r:=(($)Ui-i($)ri)) 
we obtain q’ = u2t2 - 1. By changing g, d, ft. and f2 accordingly, we obtain a new 
configuration in C(UZ, t2) still satisfying the above hypotheses, but with q’ = u2t2 - 1. 
So we assume tha_t u and t have been chosen so that q = ut - 1. 
Now put L’ = Jq, and notice that C(u, t) c C(u, u). Let P3 be given by 
F1= C(u), F2 = C(u, u), F3 = C(u, u, w). 
Define G = (u) c Autc(&) by 
V(U) = u, (T(V) = -u, 4~) = (gw +q)l(dw -g). 
Note that (T’ = 1, so [Gj = 2. 
Proposition 2. (i) C(u, u, w)~ = C(u, t, x, y), where 
x= 
-q - dw2 
u(q +2gw -dw2)’ 
y = w(x -u-p. 
(ii) C(u, 0, w)G/C is not pure. 
Proof. Statement (i) could be checked by direct computation, but the calculations 
are both lengthy and unenlightening. A better way is to, in effect, duplicate the 
process by which this example was discovered. We begin with the field k = 
C(zi, t; 3, F), where ,f, z& and f are variables and (a, 1) is a root of 
Q(X, Y) = 4x2 + 2jXY - dY2 - 1 
where q, g, d’ are the images of q, g, and d under the map u + E, t + c so 
k =frac(C(& Y)[X, Y]/(G(X, Y))). (7.1) 
In [2, pp. 51-561, Deligne describes a construction by Artin and Mumford of an 
algebraic variety aP whose fraction field is given by (7.1), and proves that 9Z’ is not 
rational. This means that its fraction field is not pure over C; thus, k/C is not pure. 
Now let tj = Ja and define an action of G on K = C(fi, ti, f, y) by 
ff fixes ti, 2, jj, cr(a) = -fi* 
One easily checks that KG = k. So both statements (i) and (ii) will be proven by 
constructing a C-isomorphism between C(u, u, w) and K which commutes with the 
action of G and sends (u, t, x, y) to (E, 7,Z,j$ Define a C-homomorphism 
cp:C(u, u, w)+C(ri,fi,.F,jq=K 
by 
P(U) = R V(U) = 0, q(w)=@= _ 
y’ 
x -(fi)-” 
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Since (a-‘, 0) is a root of Q(X, Y), it is a rational point of K over C(& r7). Mimicking 
the proof of Theorem B, we find that K = C(Li, 6, I?) and 2 is a root of 
Q(X, @(X-(fi)-l))=c(X-(fi)-l)(X+(d+q 
where c =4+2&-d(@)*. Thus 
f= -q-6(cq2 
?7(q+2gw-&q2) 
1 = EJ(~-_(fY)-‘). 
So ~0 is an isomorphism, and clearly p(t) = c cp(x) = i, q(y) = 8. Finally one checks 
that cp commutes with the action of G by checking: 
(1) &(u)) = 46) (clear). 
(2) cp(a(w)) = V(G) (requires a little work. Express 19 in terms of f and y, and 
use the fact that Q(f, 1) = 0.) 
Thus C(u, u, w)~ = k, which concludes the proof. 
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